NOVEMBER 29, 2016
The Invite- White Paper Summary for Instructors and Leaders in The Affluence Network

The Affluence Network Defined
“The Affluent Club for Influential People”
af·flu·ent
ˈaflo͞ oənt,əˈflo͞ oənt/
adjective
(especially of a group or area) having a great deal of money; wealthy.
"the affluent societies of the western world"
in·flu·ence
ˈinflo͝ oəns/
noun
The capacity to have an effect on the character, development, or behavior of someone
or something, or the effect itself.
"the influence of social media on our younger generation"
net·work
ˈnetˌwərk/
noun
A group or system of interconnected people or things.

Influence + Affluent + Network =
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The Affluence Network Introduction
The Affluence Network was the development from an internet marketing
professional that has been in practice for 24 years. The term, “Internet
Marketer” is a broad-based term that was once referenced for exactly what
it was called but in more recent years is more looked upon the strategy that
many refer to as a people that “make money online”.
The Affluence Network was built with both the educational practices on the
best ways to make money online along with a hybrid affiliate program that
allows members to earn exponential commissions by referring others
through a sharing in the wealth of knowledge theory.
Any successful “internet marketer” will have several internet software they
would use to achieve success through all sub-niche categories considered
in the internet marketing sphere. These tools consist of an email
autoresponder, Search Engine Optimization tools, Video Creation and
Ranking Tools, Website Building Tools and more. All of which play a heavy
hand in the success or failure online. Typically, a professional internet
marketer could pay upwards of $2000 per month for these services which
are commonly referred to as SaaS’s (Software as a Service). These
services charge anywhere from $47 per month to as high as $397 per
month for the convenience of being able to email thousands of people one
time and speeding up manual processes that would typically take days or
even weeks to do manually.
The Affluence Network upon its official Grand Launch on January 16th,
2017 will host 20+ SaaS’s for its members in the company’s entry level of
access. The entry level of access is also referred to as the Bronze level in
which members of the services will pay a nominal fee of only $97 per
month. Included in their membership fees is a list of educational courses,
the 20+ SaaS’s, access to several world renown instructors that have had
ultimate success in their sub-niche core topics and the opportunity to
become a corporate affiliate to earn within the system. These instructors
have provided courses that reveal all the most successful strategies that
top-level internet marketers are using to achieve great success online and
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are the most current and up to date educational tutorials for each topic.
These tutorials/courses are available in a section called the library within
the membership dashboard of the Affluence Network. The SaaS’s are
available in a section called Apps within the same dashboard.

The creator of the Affluence Network wanted to develop a system so strong
in providing the ability to amass great success online that the question of
failure was not a possibility. Not only do the members receive the same
kinds of great tools most successful marketers use and the education in all
areas that are required to achieve success online, when the members
make their monthly payment within the system each month, they are also
given a bonus in the Affluence Networks’ very own crypto currencies.
The Affluence Network is made up of 5 levels of services and
compensation for affiliates. The first level is considered the bronze level
and is $97 per month as previously mentioned. It provides all the basics for
introductory levels of earning online and can create a modest living for
participants. This is open to everyone. A potential member can sign up for
a free “trial” account where they can enter the system and preview a small
part of the courses and tools for 30 days but will not be able to use them for
their own purposes until they become a paid “qualified” member. Once they
have activated their account by signing up as a paid member, they get
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access to all the Bronze level services, courses and receive an equal
amount of the bronze TAN tokens (cryptocurrency). They are also invited to
become an affiliate to the Affluence Network.
Being a corporate affiliate to the Affluence Network has its perks as
members receive in-depth training to successful practices in achieving the
highest affiliate commissions possible as well as having the opportunity to
access more SaaS’s, more beneficial education and higher commission
opportunities through the company’s affiliate programs. This initial level is
considered to be the Bronze Level or the entry level within the network.
There are higher achievement levels that cannot be accessed by standard
(non-affiliate members) within the Affluence Network. These levels are
referred to as follows:






Silver Accelerator Level
Gold Accelerator Level
Platinum Accelerator Level
Diamond Accelerator Level (The highest level achievable
in the Affluence Network)

Each of these “Secret Affiliate” Levels (or as referred to in the system as
Accelerator Levels) are achieved by the amount of qualifying sales the
affiliate achieves within the AN Network. The model is designed so that the
members achieve and receive through first education and then practical
application as active affiliates. If they are not willing to commit themselves
and implement the strategies then it is implied that they really don’t want to
achieve success, therefore only causing grief and refunds later down the
road for corporate management. The Affluence Network only wants to work
with affiliates that wish to be achievers or what’s referred to in the industry
as “Do’ers”. Although, potential customers can access the system for free,
they will be able to quickly decide if the system is for them or not. It is not
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mandatory that a member become an affiliate. We welcome members from
around the world that wish to only use our services.
As the name implies, We become Affluent through Social Influence and
Education and Application.
Accelerator Levels of Success
As previously mentioned, there are 5 Levels of Success and Achievements
in the Affluence Network. Each Level has a higher degree of education and
the tools to compliment it. All the tools for every level of Achievement within
the Affluence Network covers the following services and more:
 Email Autoresponder Service
 Search Engine Marketing Tools
 Banner Creation
 Video Creator Software
 Video Ranking Software
 Mobile Landing Page Creator
 Article Writing Systems
 Article Spinning Software
 Website Creation Software
 Keyword Research Tools
 Competitor Analytics Software
 Social Media Automated Posting Software
 Mobile App Building Platforms
 CRM Tools
 And More…
In total there are 30 tools that members will be able to access at the top
level of achievements in the Affluence Network. There are no other reasons
members will require any additional tools to become ultimately successful
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and achieve great recurring earnings through TAN’s education and
services.
Bronze Entry Level – $97
The Bronze Level of membership is for anyone that wants a basic
understanding of online success. It provides the members with 10 SaaS
tools to start and unlocks an additional tool each month the member pays
their membership fees until they reach 22 SaaS’s.
There are the entry level courses that can be found in the Affluence
Network Library that covers the entire basics to success online in the
following categories under the Bronze Level as well, they are:
 Understanding the Basic Principles and Necessities of Internet
Marketing
 Affiliate Marketing 101 – The Affluence Network Way!
 Understanding Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies to Make Money
 Digital Product Creation 101
 Sales Funnel Website Construction 101
 Creating and Selling Courses on Udemy
 Creating and Selling Courses on SkillShare
 Marketing on Twitter
 Marketing on Facebook
 Paid Advertising on Facebook Beginners
 Marketing on YouTube
 Marketing on Tumblr
 Marketing on Instagram
 Website Construction for Affiliate Marketing
 Website Construction for Amazon Associate Earnings
 Article Publishing for Money
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 Earning with Google Adsense
 Earning on YouTube
 Selling Photos and Videos Online
 Making Money with Gear Bubble
 Making Money with Teespring
 Making Money with Fiverr
On top of all the great services the bronze level provides for our members,
it is also considered to be the Affluence Network’s central nervous system
or its main dashboard. Inside this area members can communicate in the
forums with each other, contact support, preview or access Accelerator
levels depending upon the member’s level of achievements, see
commissions and payments, access the many SaaS apps, access their
Affluential Wallets (For AN’s own Cryptocurrencies), edit their personal
profiles, visit the library, and message the Affluence Network’s very own
Influential Instructors who are the very best at their online professions. This
will also be the central hub for all future tools and services as we add more
features as the Affluence Network continues to expand.
Silver Level – Accelerator Level #1 - $147
Accessed only by signing up as an affiliate and accomplishing the first
required achievements of inviting two others in the Bronze Level and
helping them to become qualified, the Silver Level is the very first
Accelerator Level in the Affluence Network. This was designed for the
achievers in mind and will only produce success for participants. Its degree
of education stretches past the basics and into more intermediate
strategies for members that are looking to take their earnings to the next
level.
Here is a list of the Silver Accelerator educational courses for advanced
affiliates:
 Affiliate Marketing Advanced
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 Sales Funnel Website Construction Advanced
 Launching a Digital Product on JVZoo
 Creating and Selling Courses on Amazon Video On Demand
 Creating a Product for Clickbank
 Paid Traffic Tactics Basics
 Sponsored Tweets
 Social ShoutOuts
 Creating Kindle Books for Kindle KDP
 Reselling Concerts and Sporting Tickets Online for Greater
Commissions
 JV Recruiting 101

Gold Level - Accelerator Level #2 - $197
Accessed only by becoming successful with the required achievements of
inviting three other affiliates in the Silver Level and helping them to become
qualified, the Gold Level is the second Accelerator Level in the Affluence
Network. This was designed for the overachievers in mind and will only
produce greater success for participants. Its degree of education stretches
past the beginner and intermediate levels and into more advanced
strategies for members that are looking to take their earnings even higher.
Here is a list of the Gold Accelerator educational courses for advanced
affiliates:
 Podcasting on iTunes for a Profit
 Making Money with Crowd Funding Beginner
 Making Money with CPA Offers
 Paid Traffic Tactics Advanced
 Paid Advertising on YouTube
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 Paid Advertising on Twitter
 Paid Advertising on Facebook Advanced
 Paid Advertising on Instagram
 Paid Advertising on Tumblr
 Product Arbitrage Earnings
 Retargeting and Remarketing
 Finding Good Physical Products to Sell
 Selling Physical Products on Etsy
 Selling Physical Products on Amazon
 Selling Physical Products on eBay
Platinum Level - Accelerator Level #3 - $247
Accessed only by becoming successful with the required achievements of
inviting three other affiliates in the Gold Level and helping them to become
qualified, the Platinum Level is the third Accelerator Level in the Affluence
Network. This was designed for the aggressive achievers in mind and will
only produce far greater success for participants. Its degree of education
stretches past the beginner, intermediate and even the most advanced
education known by most educated marketers and is considered to be the
ultimate in education for people desiring the ultimate success online.
Here is a list of the Platinum Accelerator educational courses for advanced
affiliates:
 Creating Mobile Apps for Revenue
 Advance Retarget Marketing
 PayPer View Marketing
 Brand Building
 Outsourcing
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Diamond Level – Accelerator Level #4 - $297
Accessed only by becoming successful with the required achievements of
inviting three other affiliates in the Platinum Level and helping them to
become qualified, the Diamond Level is the fourth and last Accelerator
Level in the Affluence Network. This was designed for the already
successful achievers in mind and will only help to catapult their
achievements further through proper investment strategies. Its degree of
education stretches past the beginner, intermediate and even the most
advanced education known by most educated marketers. This is the
Affluence Network’s Elite Status.
Here is a list of the Diamond Accelerator educational courses for advanced
affiliates:
 Property Investing
 Business Purchasing
 Financial Markets Investing
 Crowd Funding Advanced
 Angel Investing
 Viral Marketing to the Masses
The levels of education match the tools accessible at each level of
accomplishment for T.A.N. members. We believe that the accelerator levels
should only be accessible to those striving for complete success and
because the commissions for our affiliates are some of the extreme best in
the industry there is no better system to learn on than our own affiliate
program.
On top of these highly educational courses with world leading instructors
and beneficial SaaS’s, the Affluence Network leads the way in
cryptocurrency innovations that will start to really show in the first quarter of
2017. Within the Bronze Level dashboard to the Affluence Network
members will find an Affluential Wallet.
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The reasoning behind this is for the safe storage of AN’s most coveted
bonus which is a matching cryptocurrency for each level of the
compensation levels within the network.
There is a reason that the Affluence Network has 2 Factor Authentication
for both logging into AN’s dashboard and then again into the Affluential
Wallet. This is for the simple fact that this tool is to house and store you’re
T.A.N. valuables in the form of our very own Cryptocurrencies that will be
available and tradable on multiple exchanges around the World.
For each payment members make for each of their Business Centers in the
Bronze level and each of their participating Accelerator levels, they will
receive equivalent amounts in the company’s own bullion backed
cryptocurrencies. Each of the (5) cryptocurrencies are Ethereum Smart
Contract based and are classified as crypto-tokens. Each are backed by
either other cryptocurrencies or physical bullion. The details to this
information is being limited currently until our pre-launch period but will be a
crowd pleaser without any doubt. Each have been created as a store of
value and for long term gains with a major upside.
We are aware of the value of this knowledge so we are keeping the details
close our chest until the company is officially under way.

The Affluence Network Industry Leading Instructors
T.A.N. is all about wealth creation through education and awareness.
Although most of the upper management of the Affluence Network is well
versed and educated in most practices we preach, the company decided to
retain the world’s best instructors on their sub-niche topics that are
considered within the Internet Marketing sphere as being the best within
the most effective ways to find success on the internet. These instructors
have been hand-picked by upper management for their abilities in being
easy to understand, their obvious proof of success using their own
strategies and their ability to communicate with others. These people are
considered to be the second to none in their industry and we look forward
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to them grooming our members to get the most out of their education within
the network. We welcome them all with open arms to The Affluence
Network and what they bring to our members. Without them, T.A.N. would
have a far greater challenge to provide all the necessary education our
members need to succeed.

Affluence Network Affiliate Compensation Plan
Bronze Compensation Plan (Entry Level)
The bronze level could be compared to a network marketing binary
compensation plan and is applicable to sales of the $97 monthly product
portfolio or the entry level system. To qualify, affiliates must make 2 initial
sales to others (Not themselves) to fully activate their affiliate position.
Sales are placed into left and right legs under active participating members.
The goal is to balance the left and right legs, since affiliates are paid
commission based on the smaller of the two legs. After their first 2
qualifying sales, affiliates earn a $10 commission per sale in their smaller
leg for each sale that affiliates or ANYONE IN THEIR DOWNLINE makes,
to infinite depth. To prevent more commission from being paid out than
sales taken in, there is a maximum amount of $2500 that any one position
can earn each month, and when an affiliate reaches that maximum,
affiliates are given a “new position” (ie. AN Business Center) automatically
to continue building the downline of their first position, so their total
earnings can continue to grow and grow.

In this example, position “A” has sold to “B” and “C”, who are also affiliates.
“A” is then qualified, but does not receive commission for those two sales,
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since they are qualifying sales. The totals on the lines to the left and right of
“A”, “B” and “C” indicate the number of eligible downline sales for
commission. “A” commission of $10 per eligible downline sale is paid for
EACH of the sales in the smaller leg. “A” has 24 on the left, and 14 on the
right. So, “A” earns a commission of $10 for each sale on the smaller side
(14), for a total of $10 x 14 = $140. “B” has 12 on the left side, and 10 on
the right, so “B” earns $10 x 10 = $100. “C” has 6 on each side, so C earns
$10 x 6 = $60.
The power of the Hybrid-Binary Compensation plan is that affiliates ONLY
HAVE TO MAKE 2 PERSONAL SALES. After that a participating Affluence
Affiliate just helps their downline make sales, so they can profit. Any sales
the affiliate makes beyond the first two will not only earn them more money,
but will help their downline qualify faster, and earn them -- and THE
AFFILIATES -- even more. Affiliates get paid on the sales of their ENTIRE
DOWNLINE.
Here affiliates are now in profit! This is generated from both direct and indirect sales.

Take-Away Notes for the Qualifying Bronze Level of Access:
Think of it this way, because it is very simple. Once an affiliate qualifies
after making 2 personal sales, every time a sale is made, by the affiliate or
anyone in their downline, the affiliates increase their earnings. Imagine
having three, four or five people all working for you as an affiliate, each
generating sales for each business center an affiliate holds (Note: A
business center is another name for position held within a given comp
plan). Now, think about how much money an affiliate can make when they
have DOZENS or even HUNDREDS of people - EACH all working to
generate sales for the business centers a member affiliate holds - all
around the world, and all around the clock. This is what every internet
marketer and product creator has always dreamed of but few achieve. With
The Affluence Network, everyone that qualifies achieves this for the life of
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the company as long as they continue to pay for their membership services
as well.
Since each affiliate member gets another position (ie. AN Business
Center), downline of its first position once it reaches this maximum payout
level, the member still earns the $2,500, plus all earnings from the new
position until it maxes out at $2,500, and then a new position is created
again, thus infinite growth and infinite earnings. The overall earnings
potential of each member is unlimited.
The participating affiliate MUST qualify by selling two positions in the main
system for two reasons. 1.) To commence life-time commissions and 2.) To
be invited into the Accelerator program where earnings are accumulated
much faster. Without the (2) qualifying leads (Paid members), the
Accelerator program will not be unlocked and the AN Affiliate will not be
invited until this commitment is made. (Action = Rewards)
The Affluence Network was designed with success in mind and thus the
qualifying leads was developed. By achieving these qualifiers, we
essentially help our members pave their own ways to success. This covers
their monthly fees to be a part of the system so all further sales
commissions go directly in their pocket. It is highly recommended that
affiliates do not stop at only their two qualifiers as there is a wealth of
knowledge in the Affluence Network for their associates but by inviting
more qualified sales, affiliates pave their own road to success!
(Please note: As the system builds you a new Business Center upon earning their maximum commissions
for the previous center, the affiliate will be required to pay that next additional monthly fee for the newly
activated center to continue their income growth. This is done automatically and is deducted from the
active affiliates commissions and never comes from their own pockets past their initial membership fees.
As this occurs, members will be able to access additional “ hidden software and courses” for their growth
monthly fees as TAN evolves.)

After You Have Achieved Your Two Qualifying
Members into the Affluence Network…
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You Will Want to Activate Your Accelerator Positions
as Soon as Possible!
You are in profit with just 3 sales…
You earn a commission on every Affluential Accelerator direct sale you
make, except your 3rd, 5th, and 7th sales. These commissions get passed
up to the next qualified sponsor in your upline. In return, you will now
receive all 3rd, 5th, and 7th sales commissions generated under you, which
stems from any direct affiliate members you referred, (from your direct
sales 1,2,4,6,8 and beyond to infinity). Each affiliate member earns
infinitely wide (except their pass up sales 3,5,7) And infinitely deep (each
member collects all commissions created under their genealogy tree, which
are numbered 3,5,7, that fall under their direct sales 1,2,4,6,8 to infinity),
monthly. These "pass ups" are known as powerline (aka payline) sales.
Although these may be looked upon in a negative light, this is typically
confusing initially for members until they realize that the bulk of their
earnings will transpire from these paylines as they build out their
Accelerator qualifying positions…

Incredible Leverage - Behold, the power of 3!
The progression of your powerline pass up commissions is multiplied by 3
each level down the leg (assuming each member becomes an affiliate, and
makes at least 7 sales). 1st level is 3 (your first qualified member must
pass up 3 commissions to you), 2nd level is 9 (each of those 3 who got
passed up to you, must give you 3 more pass ups), 3rd level is 27, the 4th
level is 81, the 5th level is 243 - keep multiplying times 3 each level down
you go. And this all stems from just one qualified sale (in this case, your
1st sale). It should be every active Affluential Accelerator member’s goal to
find 8 interested parties that will participate in the 4 Affluential Accelerator
Programs to maximize their commission potential.
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Accelerator Chart Example

Your income potential can literally multiply itself, exponentially and
automatically. This process can repeat itself over and over and over again
with every sale you make. The easy potential for 4, 5, 6 and even 7 figure
commissions monthly is highly possible.
The Affluence Network has 4 separate and highly powerful Accelerator
Programs for Affiliates ONLY! Meaning the products inside each
Accelerator Program is ONLY for qualifying affiliates.
(Remember: A qualified affiliate is someone that is a paid member of The Affluence Network, then joined
the TAN affiliate program and has invited two people to become paid members themselves and
registered to become affiliates.)

To achieve access to each new Accelerator program from the previous
one, each affiliate MUST also qualify for each new level. To qualify you
MUST invite (3) active (paid) members from your initial compensation
invites to the Silver Accelerator (Entry Level). These qualified members
MUST be qualified affiliates from the initial Affluence Network system (also
to be considered as the Bronze Level). If they are not qualified affiliate
members themselves, they will be blocked from the invite of the Affluent
Accelerator Programs until they have reached qualifying status and will
only be able to see the preview to these programs. These previews will
display the products available to each Accelerator Program and the
compensation examples they can achieve.
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Compensation Examples by Levels:

Silver Accelerator Compensation Plan Example:
Monthly Payment $147 – COMPENSATION BREAKDOWN: Admin fee is
$73.50, sponsor gets $73.50. The sponsor needs 5 sales ($367.50), they
NET $220.50 (after their cost to join the Silver Level), so now they have
earned more than enough to join the Gold Level after they have
successfully activated their 3 qualifying members in the Silver Level.
(Reminder: To become a member of the Silver Level, you must invite 2
qualified (paid) members in the Bronze (entry) level.)

Gold Accelerator Compensation Plan Example:
Monthly Payment $197 – COMPENSATION BREAKDOWN: Admin fee is
$98.50, sponsor gets $98.50. The sponsor needs 5 sales ($492.50), they
NET $295.50 (after their monthly cost), so now they have earned more
than enough to join the Platinum Level after they have successfully
activated their 3 qualifying members in the Gold Level.
(Reminder: To become a member of the Gold Level, you must invite 3
qualified (paid) members in the Silver level.)

Platinum Accelerator Compensation Plan Example:
Monthly Payment $247 – COMPENSATION BREAKDOWN: Admin fee is
$123.50, sponsor gets $123.50. The sponsor needs 5 sales ($617.50), they
NET $370.50 (after their cost), so now they earned more than enough to
join the Affluence Network’s Highest Affiliate Level, the Diamond Level after
they have successfully activated their 3 qualifying members in the Platinum
Level.
(Reminder: To become a member of the Platinum Level, you must invite 3
qualified (paid) members in the Gold level.)
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Diamond Accelerator Compensation Plan Example:
Monthly Payment $297 - – COMPENSATION BREAKDOWN: Admin fee
is $148.50, sponsor gets $148.50. At this level the member becomes a
Diamond Level advisor and will be asked to speak on behalf of the
company at corporate events. The education and tools at this level will
provide the members with multiple sources of income on the highest
standard of online education. Their incomes become infinite without further
restrictions or qualifications. The potential for mass affiliate commissions
becomes exceptionally easy.
(Reminder: To become a member of the Diamond Level, you must invite 3
qualified (paid) members in the Platinum level.)

TAKE-AWAY NOTES: All sales on the above Accelerator chart go to you
(except your direct sales of 3,5 and 7 which are passed up to your
sponsor), additionally you earn those from your direct sales as well,
(payline sales commissions of 3,5,7 on each direct and indirect sales
initiated by you), and while only 3 "powerline levels" are shown here (for
simplicity), powerline sales do not end there. Actual powerlines may run
infinitely deep (so long as there is continued growth below). The above
example represents possible commissions you can make, stemming from
just one sale, if that member and all members below them become
affiliates, and they all make at least 8 sales. This is the best-case scenario,
which is highly unlikely to happen, but that's not the point. The point is - this
comp plan has amazing potential - and you have tremendous leverage with
your affiliate powerline team members who DO make a success of the
system. It is important for members to recognize who has the potential to
help you achieve these numbers and assist them wherever possible.
Although you only require “3” qualified members in order to access the next
Accelerator Level, it is recommended to achieve a minimum of 8 sales to
qualified members so that you guarantee your future success as not all
members will have the drive or desire to achieve success as much as you.
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With the Affluence Network your income potential can literally multiply
itself, exponentially and automatically! This process can repeat itself over
and over again with every sale you make. The Affluence Network was
created to help those seeking success, achieves it in the easiest and most
educated ways possible. Selling online and affiliate marketing is two of the
key factors we focus on in the Affluence Network and members are
encouraged to participate in order to properly learn all education and
strategies within.
Although there have been and will continue to be many multi-tiered affiliate
programs that pay decently, none have ever attempted this scale of value
and education. The combination of the education, tools (Software as a
Service or SaaS’s) and our affiliate program is here to simplify wealth
creation for those that are willing to apply themselves in the easiest ways
possible.

Commissions and Payouts
Although new members into the Affluence Network are paid currently
through credit card, that will soon change as there is less stress and
confusion by doing everything in Bitcoin. However initially all payments will
be initially accepted via credit card and all commissions will be paid out via
Bitcoin to each affiliates wallet. These instructions are exceptionally easy to
follow and we will teach every member how to handle, trade and sell their
crypto currencies for USD if they so desire.
All commissions are calculated and kept track of in the admin dashboard
for all affiliates and is automatically paid the day after your initial sign up
anniversary date, monthly. This is the first system of its kind and is fully
automated. Unlike so many older outdated systems, affiliate’s commissions
will never be miscalculated, missed or late for a commission payment ever
again. Affiliates have dedicated special training when joining the system
that teaches every aspect of understanding for Bitcoin and receiving their
commission payments so no confusion is ever created.
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Take-Away Note: All dollar commissions and fees are calculated in the
Affluence Network in United States currency and paid out in Bitcoin at the
proper calculated conversions from WorldCoinIndex.com on each date of
payment.
The Vision Beyond “The System”
The Affluence Network has been a long-term vision of Troy James. The
vision is one that helps millions of people around the world become
financially free and to ultimately share the wealth with those in need.
With a vast successful membership, there are no challenges the world
faces that our organization can not assist in helping. From natural
disasters, to famine, to disease, blood donations, local charities, clean
water initiatives, endangered species programs and more. It is no surprise
that the world is in strife and correcting the problems on a global scale will
not come from governments and authorities as we have seen in our past, it
will come from the people that care.
The populations of the world hire our governments and demand change
where needed but this model is broken. The entire globe is in financial
crisis and no one can provide the answers on how to fix these global
problems. A network of like minded people can assist governments,
organizations and cultures see through problems by helping situations that
need it the most. Unfortunately, this requires funding and leaders. T.A.N.
was designed to help create wealth and find the leaders in our industry to
help lead the way in making planet earth a place where everyone can live
in harmony and without grief.
Although this is a far-off dream, larger things have been accomplished and
it all started somewhere. If we don’t try to help ourselves by helping others
we will never know what could have been…
The goal is to build, educate and help the world in its times of need.
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“I see this as an opportunity for the world to be a part of a force much
greater than just one voice. By helping others, we help ourselves and
become a part of something beautiful for many decades to come.”

Troy R. James
Conclusions
The Affluence Network believes that teaching the proper way combines
gamification with education and remuneration based on performance and
leading by example.
No one person can be truly successful in a field unless they have practiced
and perfected their science or trade. Everything in the sector classified as
“Internet Marketing” can broken down into a science or a trade. Everyone in
the operations and management of The Affluence Network is the best at
what they do and thus can influence by experience.
T.A.N. is not just a platform to “make money”, it is about something much
larger with a purpose and a meaning. It can invoke change and help on a
global scale to assist in making this planet a better place to live in. A place
that does not look at race, religion, gender or stature.
“We” see and work with like minded individuals to outperform other options
to achieve success on a global scale without borders.
As a network, we will redefine the term success on a greater scale than any
other platform, past or present!
T.A.N. builds greatness on all levels for those that wish to participate.
We would like to personally thank you for taking the time to consider T.A.N.
By giving you a COMPLIMENTARY 30 DAY FREE TRIAL.

Click the TAN LOGO NOW!
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